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Historical Background
Sandia Pueblo is an Indian community located approximaaiy 13 miles north of
Albuquaquc, New Mexico on the east bank of the Rio Grandc river, a few miles to the
west of the Sandia Mountains.
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Figure 1. Location of Sand'i Pueblo
Archeological cvidmce shows that the vlUage site was occupied around 1300 A.D.
and that the village has remained in essentially the same area since then. The sunounding

aria was

occupied by Indian hunten as early as 11,000y w ago and thcn is evidence of

numerous smaller sites mund Sandia and in the foothills of the mountain dating in the last
~antiquity.
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millenia. Sandia religious practices also show g

religious sfirines

belonging to the Sandia people show that the same religious practices have continued from
1300 A D . to the present.

Evidence from Spanish documents shows that Sandia Pueblo was one of the
leading Pueblos of the Southern Tiwa province. This province s m h e d from the rn of
present day Bernalillo, New Mexico south almost to Belen, New Mexico. At the time of
i:

first

Spanish contact by the Coronado expedition in 1540-42, it contained as many as

twenty villages, probably all speaking the same Southan Xwa language. These villages
occupied the area of present day mempolitan Albuqwrque and its suburbs. Sandia oral
W o n stain that Coronado spent a winter at Sandia and can even point out the m of the

house where he stayed. At the time of the Pueblo Indian Revolt in 1680, Sandia was one
of the larga Southan Tiwa villages
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In 1748 afm the unsettled conditions arising from the Pueblo Revolt had calmed,

Sandia Pueblo was given a new Spanish land grant This document stated that the east

?qi

boundary of the Pueblo's land was the " S i m & Sandia", or Sandia Mountain. After the

United States acquired the area by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, the
governmmt provided for land surveys to scale title to the lands in the region. While the
Sandia claim was patented by Congress, the survey of their land was in error and the main
ridge of Sandia Mountain was excluded, although Sandia people continued to view the
mountain & theiis and to use the resources it contained. Instead of the nonh and south
boundary lines continuing to the top of the mountian they arbitrarily stopped at the top of
the first ridge (see Figure 2).
In 1906 a signifcant portion of the mountain was incorporated into a National
Fores~today, the Cibola Forest. Sandia Disuict In 1978 a major poxtion of the west face
of the mountain was declared a Wildmess arm further muicting access and use. In recent

yem the foothillls of the mountain began to be heavily developed and this creavd a loss of
a c ~ s to
s the mountain for Sandia people, aptcially to the major religiousshrines.

Sandia people =lidupon the mountain to satisy physical and spiritual needs and
they were able to utilize it in traditional ways until quite recently. Faced with increasing

loss of access and harassment in their attempts to continue their relgious practices, the
Sandia Tribe initiated effor&to regain control o v a the land most significant

for their

religion. This claim arra comprises e o n s of the mgged west face of the mountain to the
crest The majority of it is in Wildcrncss status. It rise in eimtion almost a mile-

an

island of more nonhem habitaf. Figure 2 shows the area in relation to the current

mervation. The tribe is attcmpbg to recover the land that their p
the subsequent survey under U.S. administration denied than.

t included,

but which
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Figure 2. Location of Sandia Reservation and Claim Area
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Significance of the Mountain to Sandia People
Sandia Mountain is sacred to the people of the pueblo. It contains their holiest
s k e s . Since Sandia people have been living next to the mountain for at least 609 years
and possibly earlier, it is thoroughly incorporated in their religious beliefs, practices,

prayers, oratory, and songs. In order to practice Sandia religion, spiritual leaders must
make p i l m e s to the shrines and leave offerings at thcm a! c m a h times during the ycar.
These shrines arc located on the mountain from the crest of to the foothills. The priests
visiting these shrines are dressed waditionally and must not be seen by outsiders. They
must have privacy in order to perform'their religious office. They have no wish to lead
outsiders to their s a d shrines which might then k despoiled Participation in the
pilgrimages by membas of the religious societies is essential to the spiritual and physical
well-being of the Sandia people. Younger people who arc carrying on Sandia's religious
aadition must make these pilgrimages in order to be full mcmkn of the community.
It is pnly from this mountain that certain murres needed for religious ceremonies
can be obtained ThcJe ind*

healing herbs growing only in the higher elevations of the

mountain; herbs used in life crisis rites such as birth, and initiation; aaditional wild foods
that must be eaten during cumin observances; minerals such as mica and cereain colored
sands; the bark and twigs of ccrciin frees used to makc prayer sticks left as offerings;
branches of fu tries used at five to seven major cercmonie~each ycar; and certain animal
products such as the meet and hides of deer, and feathers of certain birds.
The sac&

shrines have a significance for the Sandia people that is hard for an

outsider to &nxiatc.

In Sandia view, they go back to the beginnings of the world. They

carry the religious charter in an unbroken line from the fmt existence of Sandia as a

community. People have a strong emotional tie to them. The feeling that Christians have
toward Bethlehem or Calvary or that Muslims have toward Mecca may help to convey
some of the felt significance, but even this falls shon

It is from the shrines and sacred areas that Sandia people derive the spiritual
blessings and the physical resources that enable them to survive. One leader summtd up
the imptaacc of thc mountain this way:
The Sandias have always considered the Sandia Mountains
as pan of their lives, their way of life, both in acquiring food
and spiritual aid h m these mountains. We always face the
Mountain when we pray and in many cases or ritual, many
rituals that are performed in the village, are frnaliztd in the
mountah-there in the mountains in many of thc shrines that
arc up there. In other words, the Sandias believe that those
mountains hold all the...spirituality that Sandia is blessed
with.
We believe that all our blessings derivc from the mountains.
It is very aue that it doesn't look like those mountains can
provide very much because of their b a r ~ ~ e s but
s , we do
believe that the spirit is there that will grant us our lives.
Afta all, ...it's the spirit that any nation, any people believe
in, and it's the spirit that gives life. This is what we believe.
Their adapfation to this area is very successful since the Sandia people axe living in the
place where they began as a people. They arc still there. AII of their identity as a culture
and a people derives from their continuing religious practices c m t m d on the mountain.
Everything that Sandia people could possibly need for thdr survival is h a t and focused on
the land and the blessings that flow from i r This is a pcrfcct and complete place.

The mountain is both the focus and the provider of Sandia's spiritual life. As one
Pueblo member put it:
It's the Indian religion and that Mountain is to me-is our
life. And that's where we pray.
We h o w that's where oar life is at. The mountain is upon
us and is looking at us and protecting the village. Like I
said, that's our church, That's our altar, that's where we
pray at To me that means my life. It's a wonderful feeling
when you can get up in the morning and look toward the
Mountains, watching it and praying to i t I just feel good all
over when I see that Mountain because it is our livelihood,
our altar.

In recent yean, the religious practices that have endured for hundreds of years,
have been extremely threatened by development Religious leaders in the community
acutely feel the loss of conwl over the shrines critical to their religion. One leader
e x p s s e d it this way:

...when the time of the year comawhen they perform these
rituals, when they go to these gatherings, when they
perform, they wonder, we wonder, I wonder, how the Great
Spirit has been mutilated. ...We often wonder whether the
spirits blame [us] for not protecting that area. We often
wonder, is it right for us to go back to the spirit when we
don't protect the arca? But how can you protect it when it
was taken away! We have no jurisdiction as far as we're
concerned. We feel and we know that that m a is our land
and that's all we can say. That land is ours , those
mountains arc o m . The Indian will always pray even if he
has to pray to the other one, hut his mind will be where the
spirit is supposed to live, where he knows the spirit is, his
mind will be thm. it will be the same things as you on e .
praying to the Lord in heaven.

Religious Shrines and Their Use in the Claim Area
Shrines and sacmi arcas are holy places to Sandia people. They are sites or nanual
feamm which an regularly vkted and at which offerings may be made. Some shrines
belong to, or arc the responsibility of, a specific society ("clan" in Sandia English
terminology). Thest groups each have particular functions to perfonn.for the community.

The details of what they do are not known ounidc of that society. Other shrines arc under
the care of a specific religious leader, such as the cacique or

SO& arc known

only to the ~lcadmof the society responsible for them, while others are generally known
and may be visited by any male Pueblo member who knows their location.
Most shrines an visited at least twice a year by the priests, but unpredictable
conditions axise when they arc visited more often. Ceremonies begun in the village are
completed on the the mountain in the claim am. In a given year there will be f h c n to
twenty-five c m m o n i a that must be fmishrd in the claim area. ?here is variation in the

yearly calendar since some ceremonies occur every four years. Jn
. addition there arc the
visits by the religious leadm and visits by individuals for special petitions. Regular
missions to the sites must be undatakn in order for Sandia people to move through the
normal stages of life and the rites of passage that mark those stages. LOSSof access to the
sites disrupts the en& s y s m of inifiaiion and movement through various age grades and
life phases. Hunters visit shrines whenever they axe in the area to make offerings. After

each mission to a shrine or collecting area, certain information critical to the fortunes of the
community is nporttd back to the religious k a d a by those who parcicipatcd in the
pilgrimage. Such infomation is used to direct the pctivities of the village and in members.
Thus there is very heavy and unpredictable usc of the shrineJ in the claim area

Sandia e l h idmtixied

major shrines within the claim area (see map at rear for

exact locations). These an all of exmordinay s i g d h n c e to the con&uance of Sandia
cosmology, belief, and even the community itself. Unintrnupted access to these sites is
fundamental to the continuity of Sandia Pueblo as a distinct culnval entity maintaining a
continuous tie to the past Inability to carry out the functions of the societies, units, and
leaders is undermining the en& social o r g d t i o n of the community and the naining of
the youth in the community.

Trails-to the shrines begin from the center of the village and proceed cast to the

m ridge of the mountain and then down the other side
mountain and through a gap in the f
into Juan l$bo
as

anyo oh

At the bottom of this canyon in the dairn area is a shrine known

'box elder'. This is a spring with life-giving water. Offnings we= made h m

for rain. Pilgrimages to the other shrines always stopped h a . N b y , under a very large
oak tree, is a favoris camping spot used by many people from Sandia when they came to

the mountain to pick pision or gather other wild plants. Arroyo bottoms in the canyon
contain black, sand which is collected for use in dry painting. The hail then climbs out of

the canyon and goes d t h a through the La C u m aan or to the north to the canyon trail that
is used to reach the evagrcen collecting area The trail gives access also to other sites
within the vicinity.

Two imprcmt sites in the claim area are located on a foxmation known in Sandia as
'the cane'. Canes symbolize the authority of the officers of the village. The two

shrines arc

a,the North side shrine, also called

'slippery rock', and

hck'une. the South side shrine and are the responsibility of the cacique and his helpers.
The cacique is a religious leader responsible for the well-being of the entire community.
He selects one shrine to visit in February. The other shrine is visited in midsummer each
year. The shrine visited first alternates in the n u t year, a principle q m e n f i n g the dual
erg-011 common in Tanoan villages. This area is the highest on the north side of the

mountain and is known in English as the Shield It is a favorite of mountain climbas. 'Ihe
cacique shrines arr in the vicinity of a featurr known as the Knife Edge, a wall of stone
dividing the southwest and north faces of the Shield
These sites are the most inaccessibleof all the Sandia shrines. Although one might

think that the remoteness and clifficulcy of reaching than would guarantee pccscrdon and
privacy, this is not the case. The Shield and the Knife Edge arc challenging to mountain
climbers and enjoy grrat popuhity. According to the Fomt Savice, normal use would be
four to five climbers per day, ucept in winter.
A third major shrine, a stone circle used for offerings, is located to the south of the
two cacique shrines.

Its Sandia name ~aaslatesas "cacique's offering place". This ancient

shrine is vihtcd by the cacique and his assistants afm they have visited one of the two
s h e s at higher elevations. This is a spot where the members of a pilgimage to the
cacique shrine break their fast and leave offerings on their way back down the &ailto the
village.
Another shrine is located in Waterfall Canyon. This shrine is used in fmishing
rituals for ceremonies conducted in the village. It is reached by taking the Piedra Lisa hail

n&

until it ineasecn Waterfall canyon, h e first stream crossing the nail. The trail is not

maintained or marked and is quite ovagrown by willow. It ends at a thirty-five foot

d htasection. This is the shrine location.
warnfall located about .75 miles from the t
while the trail is diffu:ult and is dcfmitely not for the average frail hiker, it is nothing
compared to the =culty

of the Norrh cacique shrine. The closeness of this shrine to the

trailhead and the waterfall which nurs most of the year make this a favorite locale for Anglo

visitors. The mger for this district informed me that it gets an avaagc of two visiton per
day. In the winur, the site is a favorite

climb for ice climbers.

The= arr two shrines at lower elevations belonging to the society !mown as the

Summer or Rainbow Pbople. The fmt site is near a spring, marked by two lage boulden.

lhaeis altanation between theJe two sites as there is for the cacique shrines, with visits
made in February and in midsummer. Visits arc made to the fvst shrine in order to
detamine the proper times for the planting of food crops in the village and to dctamine

how the agricultural cycb will opnate in the coming year. The second site,
'beautiful or brilliant place', is very close to the J a d pueblo site (LA 4875) and may be of
great antiquity. The Jaral site is a Glare F site, the lamt glaze and dates from the mid-

1600's to early 1700. It is likely that it is an anccsaal Sandia village and pmbably a ~ f u g e
sitr used to flee from the Spanish aftn the F'ucblo Revolt
This shrine is the locus of a fmt fruits ceremony. Umipe produce is taken to rhis

site in thanksgiving and to ensure the continuity of food crops for the village. The Summer
People have a foar day raceat in the village. On the night of the third day, Pueblo mcmbm
bring them food crhich they are allowed to eat On the f o d day, offerings of agricultural

crops such as g m corn, burns, melons, peas, and other crops are taken to the shrine as
offerings and an altar is set up there just as in the village. In recent years as a result of
housing developments, the pueblo members have been denied privacy at these sites in the
claim area The ceremonies arc sdll performed but arc done at substitute shrines on the
reservation since the m e sites arc so open to the public. This temporary solution is

unacceptable to the spiritual leaden since the memonits cannot be paformed at the actual

shrines. 'Ihe spring in the vicinity appcan to have a home built over it or nry dost by.
These sids arc wry heavily impacted by d e v e l o p n ~ ~Heavily
~ ~ t used hiking and
horseback riding nails run within sight of one shine. On a visit to this sigh&we observed

8 horseback riders in the space of one hour. On a later visit we encouutaed the owner of a
riding stable known to Pueblo lead=.

He n p r t d that the c m t Miss America and a

companion were riding in the area-

a fact later c o n f i ~This incident serves to

~ ~ y ~ t h e ~ u s ~ ~ ~ ~ t 0 1 1 t f i e ~ p e o p 1 e
heritage. Furtha saious impacts will occur if the proposed Fmcst Service-Alwado
Realty exchange proceeds, pamitting the building of up to 160 additional homes in the

arca

OnthtNurths~ofthemounPininthecfiima~,onthehighestpeakknownas
&y& near a rock with a window through it about 3' x 6, is a site tba! was impor&nt in

-

the procurement of deer b e f a hunting was banned in the claim

Tbis is a sacred site

called rjimah. Deer w a e driven o v a the edge of the cliff hae. T~IOJC
that died or were

severely i n j d

takm home for food, and hides which wen used emmnhlly.

There ~IC many shrines in Carion Dtl Agua or Watcr Canyon. For the most part
these arc hunting shrines, though thue is one major shrine at a ruin in Water Canyon.
Shrines am located at the bends in the canyon. This is a prime hunting area as t h e is
always plenty of water in the canyon. These shrines are visited frequently by the War
Captain, who h ~ responsibility
s
for hunting and gathering arcas and by huntas in the
canyon.

Tht canyon saves as an entry way to the north side of the mountain and the

shrines to the nurth as well as to the hunting sites. S ~ d i elders
a
rrport that it is a good
camping area and both Sandias and othm camp in the vicinity as it has plenty of water,
wind break, is protected and has hidden spots at the bends. Another site (LA 50275)
farther up Water Canyon in the claim area has a historic occupation after 1910 This area is
still visited by Sandia huntax who leave offerings t h u e for a good hunt.

-
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The Mountain is also imponant to Sandia histoxy. The most signir~cantsite is
Friendship w o n , w h m the Sandias made peace with the C ~ m a n c h a .This
~ canyon is
on the north side of the mountains. Tribal members discuss times when the village had to

flee to the mountaius to escape the Spauish, and lam the Apache, the Commanche, and the
Navajo. Each Sandia also can =late personal history thathas occumd on the mountain.

sauauaa
Locales where certain types of trees that have ceremonial uses grow, such as a
ccrrain species of willow, aspen, the box elder, cedar (juniper), pii~on,pine, fu and spruce

arc sacred areas-

a type of shrine. Although it is the aees thrmselves that are of

s i g n i r i c c , the locale where they grow and are collected is also

Other sacred

areas would be piafes for collecting any rcsomx naded for religious purpose^. These arc
coll&

in m*table

cycles a5 as well. While arc arecollecred five to Jcven tima

per year for catmodal usc, otha collection timcS would depend upon need resulting &om
special circumstances in the village. As one elder put i t
There's a willow that grow up there only on one certain
place; and in that doing [ceremony] you have to have this
certain kind of willow. We call it mountain willow, and you
don't just go there and chop it down and bring i t You have
to watch how you cut i t And you only cut what you
need-no waste. You pay for it with cornmeal fmt, some
feathen. Those would be shrines, you see. You might call
it the willow shrine because that little pien is providing you
with tba! wood if any thing, any piece, even din at a cutain
time, maybe you nad, if you're getting it there, it's a shrine,
because it's providing [for] you for your rituals, your
beliefs. That's a shrine because it's providing you with
something you need in your life.
These artas art visited whenever the resource found there is needed

Herbs and other m u r c n an gathercd both for ceremonial, medicinal, and secular
uses. The names of sixty species of QUS, plants, vines and shrubs that arc utilized by
Sandia people and found in the claim area were collected and the identity of the flora
verified The following chat lisn these flora and some of their general uses.
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Fig. 3. Plants in the Claim Area and Their Uses
Few of the resources named in Fig. 3 occur on the mmation. If they do, it is

only in isolated areas adjacent to the reservation boundaries for all but a few species. In

ordcr to collect any of the flora,a permit must be obtained from the F m t Service. While
the majority of the plans are collated by cutting only the neededpan above the roots,there

arc some species such as OsM, Ligusticum portcri, for which the root is the essential pan

The Forest Savice has stated that it will not give permits for whole plant coUcctioe Thus,
the dgious netds of the Sandia people cannot be met by a plant @t

sys=

The spring and waterfalls in the mountains arc tacred places and some of the most

major shrines have a source of water. There arc twentyone spring in the daim area, each
a shrine. Wata pmcurcd on pilgrimages from certain shrines is used catmonially, and
must be used in particular practices. Water may also be procured for curing purpases.
Ordinarypeop1emay alsoobtainthk~araandhecpitintheirhowsforpasonaluse.
Other uses of rcsourccs in the claim area include the collection of different colored

saud used m dry paintings, ceremonial w of certain minerals such as mica, and in the past
hunting of animal such as deer. In the pasf the mountains also provided timber for
building and grazing land

Summary

The Sandia Mountains of the claim area an of extaordinary signiricance

to the

people of Sandia Pueblo. They contain the most sacred s h h z s and sacred areas used for
the collection of resources necessary to the practice of mditional religion and culture.
Without free access to the mountain and without privacy for religious obscnranccs, Sandia
religion cannot be pmdcui

Saudia was probably founded m its present location m u n d 1300 A.D. and has
developed m the region for almost six hundred years, perhaps lgnga, since Indian people
have lived in the area for thousands of yeas. Sandia cosmology is closely tied to the
landscape of the surrounding region with the mountains the most prominent feature. It is
mentioned in the mythology, the songs, the prayen, and the ritual oratory. This also
argues for g m antiquity of the relarionship between Pueblo people and the mountain in the
claim ana

The attachment to this place is overwhelming. All of Sandia history takes place
h a . The mountain and the relationship that Sandia people have always had with it is
embodied in religious and moral obligations. Pilgrimages to sacred shrines on the
mountain have always formed part of the ceremonial cycle of the Sandia people. The
holiest Sandia shrines an locatcd within the claim area. Pilgrimages to the mountain
shrines are undatakm by young men in order to move through the grades in the ritual
system Without access to the shrines, the system is udmnined and Sandia is unable to
transmit its moral, philosophical, and religious heritage to the younger generation.
'Information obtained through visits to the shrines informs the ritual calendar and guides
decision-making by religious leaden.
Ceremonia begun in the village an completed on the mountain. Offerings arc

made in a spirit of rsiprocity so that the village will continue to &ve
blessings it n&

the ~~and

to survive and prosper. Resources such as plants, animals, or rninaak

which arc nctded for religious practice found only m the claim m arr "paid for" by gdts
of corn pollen and corn d A s m g conservation ethic dictates that only what is needtd
may be taken and none wasted
Since time immemorial, the mountains have provided water, shelter and refuge.
game, and wild plants for food, medicine, and ceremonial use. Sixty specia of plants
found in the claim area an used ceremonially, medicinally, as food, seasonings, beverages.
and smoking mattrials by Sandia people Almost all can be found only in the mountains
since they grow only a! elevations higher than the reservation.
Themountains have also provided game animals for ceremonial use, and for food.

Deer arc still imporrant as well as some species of birds. The mountains also provided
timber and grazing lands in the past It must be stmsed that the Sandia~utilized the entire
mountain for these purposes, not just the claim area. The land was not fenced and there
was f m movement and use.

The lands in the claim area arc on the rugged west face of the mountains from the

p r e d Sandia bounday to the top of thc main ridge. The Spanish gr;rm documents clearly
include the main ridge, for there ~ I Zno other areas in the vicinity that provide water,

pasture, and timba.
The faulty Clanmu survey of 1859 which ignored the grant documents and the
boundary calls, resulted in a boMdary that deprived Sandia Pueblo of the main ridge of the

m'mtiin and multsd in a very oddly-shaped grant Later rrsweys did not question thae
erroneous docllments. These surveys, as well as the language difficulty, since no Sandias
spoke English at the time they w a r made, and legal unc-ties

conspired to deprive

Sandia of its original land. Thc Pueblo atlmpted m recover its lost land, but lack of funds
to retain attorneys and do the necessary research prevented them from pursuing it to
conclusion.

The Sandia people were still able to utilize most of their major shrines in the .
mountains, however, until development in Juan Tab0 canyon and the surrounding arcas in
the 1970's rcsuicted their access to some of them The growth of mountain climbing as a
sport resulted in even the most inaccessible shrines k i n g heavily visited by climbers.
Today a l l of the major stnines are heavily impacted by hikes, c m ; and development

in the vicinity. Sandia people arc ttacatcned and harrasscd while on religious missions.
Without free and unintcrmptcd, unobserved access to the shrines, the Sandia people
arc unable to practice their rrligion, a fundamental right guaranteedU.S. citizens and given

special prodm by the American Indian Religious F d o m AIX Tbe integrity of the
community, its &itical

system, and the maintenance and nansmission of its cultural

identity and traditions are sevmly jeopardized by the loss of fne access to the religious
sites in the claim HUL

'

1

The Sandia language is Southern Tiwa and a dialect is also spoken at Isleta

Pueblo to the south. It belongs to the Tiwa branch of the Tanoan family which also
includes thc subfamilies Tewa, Towa, and Kiowa. Sandia has not officially adopted an
orrhography. In this paper Sandia words are wrinm ucilidng ordinary English symbols.
The combhion, tL rcpments the voiceless l a w , and yy repmeus a central voweL
2

No dating is avaiJab1e for the Commanche peace but it must have occumd in the

late a g h w t h or early niaetccnth cmnuics.

M
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